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ABSTRACT
The classical Arabic grammarians firmly worked to maintain the Arabic language by adapting the non-Arabic terms and applying the potential abilities of phonological, morphological and semantic systems of Arabic language to make foreign terms adaptable. This process was made by several ways on which the linguists relied to keep the identity of Arabic. Derivation is the most effective way by which the non-stopped modernization of Arabic is done. Derivation makes Arabic able to receive the foreign terms and adapt them to itself; it also works as the most important way of enriching Arabic with native words that are semantically equivalent to foreign terms. The ability of other ways to adapt foreign terms to Arabic is checked by the mechanism of comparing them with derivation. This mechanism is based on five criteria: (1) semantic maintenance; (2) easy cognitive access; (3) morphological pattern set; (4) ability to recreate according to the pattern set; (5) applying the Arabic language system of self-defense. The results of this comparison show that derivation is the safest and the most effective way to adapt and assimilate foreign terms to Arabic, it must be called "the trusted keeper" of Arabic.

1. Introduction
Terminology and modern neologisms developed by different nations aren't understood without recognizing their real meanings by native speakers of any language. The classical Arabic grammarians fixed non-Arabic terms in dictionaries and indicated to their original languages to make this problem easy to solve using the existent ways of creating Arabic equal terms and adapting them to Arabic. The classical Arabic lexicographers strictly worked to distinguish the original Arabic words from others in the early successful attempts of making Arabic lexicography. Al-Khalīl ibn Ahmad al-Farāhīdī clearly stated about non-Arabic words in his dictionary (Al-ʾAin) [1]. The other Arabic classical dictionaries also indicated to al-dāḥil (word adopted from another language; non-Arabic) and to al-muʿrab (transformed into Arabic; arabized). Other terms were used to mark an etymology of words in Arabic dictionaries like šīhā (Arabic original word) and al-mūalld (word derived from Arabic origin by Arabic rules, but it wasn't used by old Arabs) [2], for instance, sāraf (money-exchanger – from "ṣrf", to divert; turn; change money); šāqal (burnisher; polisher – from "ṣql", to polish; make bright; make brighter). Such examples show that classical Arabic grammarians chose the exact root which the new term is semantically associated with and then they created the new term by Arabic pattern set (faʾal) to give the created terms ability to be assimilated and adapted to Arabic.

The Arabic grammarians had strictly attempted to maintain Arabic language using the safest ways of adapting new foreign terms to Arabic. This situation was caused by requirements of the past. These requirements were performed by Arabic language when the universal civilization of Arabs displayed the abilities of Arabic to create and adapt the scientific and cultural terms to itself. We should investigate these ways by which the terminological concepts are transferred to Arabic and display the most effective classical and modern ways of adapting foreign terms to Arabic used by old and modern Arabic grammarians. The classical ways are:

1.1. al-ʾištiqāq (derivation)

Derivation is a morphological term used by Arabic grammarians to refer to generating a new word from another, both words have the same origin (three cardinal consonants), determining their material and indicating to mutual original meaning [3]. Arabic derivation practically refers to generating a new word from another; both words have
the same root and the same general lexical meaning, but they aren’t alike morphologically. Their lexical meaning is guaranteed by the original elements of a root repeated in these two words. The grammatical meanings are different according to the pattern sets with which the phonetic structures of new derived words are rhymed, for example, (1) qaṭa’ (to cut – from “qṭ”), to cut, formed by the pattern set fā’ala); qaṭī (it was cut – from “qṭ”), to cut, formed by the pattern set fu’ila); qāṭi’ (cutting – from “qṭ”), to cut, formed by the pattern set fā’ila); (2) hamala (to bear; carry – from “ḥmll”), to bear; to carry, formed by the pattern set fā’ala); ḥumlīla (it was carried – from “ḥmll”), to bear; to carry, formed by the pattern set fu’ila); ḥamlī (bearer; bearing; carrier; carrying – from “ḥmll”), to bear; carry, formed by the pattern set fā’ila). This way is called general or small derivation and there are other types of it: (1) big derivation; (2) biggest derivation; (3) al-naḥṭ (blending). It is safe to say that derivation is able to keep the identity of Arabic since it requires that the foreign terms should be formed in accordance with Arabic pattern sets. The pattern sets of derivation were used as criteria for checking the ability of arabized terms to be assimilated to Arabic, for example, dirham (dirham) formed by the pattern set of hijra’ (crazy; stupid); dinār (dinar) coined by the pattern set of dimās (dark drift); rustāq (place of villages and farmed lands) formed by the pattern set of qurṭās; (paper; sheet of paper) [4].

Practically, the inflected morphology of Arabic is able to offer a limitless potential of deriving new terms by analogy, it depends on a wonderful system of triconsonantal roots. Roots are able tocarry specific meanings and generate many variant verbal or nominal forms by their high ability to be inflected according to the morphological pattern set, for instance: (1) the root "drs" which means (learning) – darasa (to learn), durasa (it was studied), dāris (learner); dars (lesson) and durūs (lessons) [5]; (2) the root "kbṛ" that means (writing) – kataba (to write), kutiba (it was written), kātib (writer) and kutāb (writers); (3) the root "ḥlq" (to create, to make) – ḥalaqa (to create), ḥuila (it was created) and ḥaliq (creator).

1.2. al-ta rib (arabization)

Arabized terms mean the words formed by the rules of Arabic language or resembled to Arabic words [6]. An arabization may be also defined as a process of adapting foreign words by applying the rules of Arabic phonology and morphology to them and making foreign terms able to be used in Arabic, for instance, dirham (dirham – phonetic arabization from Persian diram); saqāl (burnisher – morphological arabization formed by pattern set fai’al); saṣrāf (money-exchanger – morphological arabization formed by pattern set fai’al).

It is worth noting that classical Arabic grammarians exactly distinguished the arabized terms from these ones borrowed from another language – calques. These words (calques) can be seen in nowadays Arabic, for example, radio (radio); heater (heater); telephone (telephone); traffic light (traffic light), but later they were adapted by derivation, here are some of them: midjā’ (radio); midfa (heater); hātif (telephone); iṣāra murūr (traffic light). To make this phenomenon clearer for Arabic reader, we will give some Arabic terms borrowed by English and the Arabic native speakers can cognize their meaning according to an arabic root, for instance, algebras (mathematic term borrowed from Arabic and derived from the arabic root "jbr", to adjust; repair; restore to good condition); albacore (term borrowed from Arabic and derived from the arabic root "bkr", to be early at or get up early); attar (name of essential oil; volatile oil was borrowed from Arabic and derived from the arabic root "ṭr", to aromatize). The terms algebra; albacore and attar are English borrowed from Arabic, therefore an Arabic reader is able to cognize them by the main elements of root with which the meaning is associated.

These definitions are given to arabicization many centuries ago, but they show the actual ability of Arabic to adapt foreign terms by its rules, therefore the modern definitions of this phenomenon aren’t able to oppose or to negate the scientific facts made by classical Arabic philologists. The arabicization is understood as a way of adapting foreign terms by the rules of Arabic. According to these rules formed by Arabic linguists, an arabization can be defined as the process of adapting non-Arabic terms to Arabic language by applying the rules of the phonological, morphological and systems of the language to the foreign terms [7].

One of the most important questions of arabization is are the arabized words able to be assimilated to Arabic or can they exist according to the derivational system of Arabic? The classical Arabic grammarians investigated this problem and solved it by establishing the necessary rules. Ibn Jinni affirmed that the derivation from arabized words is possible only when they are formed by the Arabic pattern set [8]. He proved his rules by the history of Arabic language when Arabs derived from arabized terms by pattern set like mudarham (formed as the shape of dirham).

For many decades, the language academies in Arabic states have attempted and done their best to make the creation and adaption of new terms, standardized by trying to set strict mechanism for adapting foreign terms to Arabic, in accordance with the classical ways. These ways are classified differently by language researchers, but the majority of them have taken in to consideration the scientific opinions of classical Arabic grammarians who considered derivation the main way of creating and adapting new terms to Arabic, for instance: (1) derivation; (2) istinbāṭ (discovery); (3) arabization; (4) derivation by translation (loan translation / calques) [9]. We will compare all these ways with each other to discover their abilities to assimilate foreign terms to Arabic.

2. Methods Of Study

In order to do a language analysis of the ways by which foreign terms are adapted to Arabic language, the following methods were used: descriptive, comparative and the methods of semantic and linguistic analysis. The descriptive method was performed to characterize the classical and modern ways of adapting new terms to Arabic. An objective description of the Arabic ways of adapting foreign terms to Arabic, is taken into consideration to describe
the language features of the ways of adaptation. The comparative method was used to show the ability of each way to adapt foreign terms to Arabic by comparing them with derivation which is highly able to adapt non-terms to Arabic. The semantic association of adapted terms with Arabic roots was analyzed by the semantic method on which the cognitive processes were based to discover the cognitive relation of adapted terms with a real or a metaphoric meaning of Arabic roots.

3. Discussion And Results

Keeping the original meaning of root, derivation is able to give native speakers of Arabic language an easy access to the meaning of foreign term, adapted to Arabic by derivation. Derivation is applied to find a nearest semantic equivalent in Arabic, using the system of three radical consonant roots on which the Arabic language is based, and then it will be formed by the well-known Arabic morphological set – standardized set of Arabic derivation. For example the word motor to be adapted to Arabic, we have to find an equal semantic root in Arabic and then form it by the appropriate Arabic set by which "the noun of tool" can be derived. As the word motor means an engine which operates a machine, the equal semantic root is (hrk) "to operate, make move", and the morphological pattern (mut′ al) is generally used to form a noun of tool. The word motor can be adapted to Arabic language by muḥjirák (motor). The others are made by analogy: mukṭāf (condenser – from "ktāf", to condense); muḍḍāl (modulator – from "ḍāl", to modulate); muddūḥjam (amplifier from – "ḍhm", to amplify); muḥüūdul (transformer – from "ḥul", to transform); muʾazz (booster – from "zz", to strengthen; commutate); murammaz (coder from "rmz", to code); muḥadmūd (commutator – from "bdll", to change; commutate).

The ability of derivation to keep the entomological bases of Arabic root is clear when it's used to adapt foreign terms to Arabic language, because the semantic association between the elements of root and derived term is kept. This process gives the Arabic native speakers an easy access to recognize the lexical meaning of a derived term by the radical consonant elements whose meaning is associated with new terms and to recognize the real language features of new adapted terms by the morphological pattern. The terms indicating to tool by their morphological standardized set which enables the Arabic native speakers to understand the meaning of tool as long as they are formed by the pattern set that the new terms must be rhymed with. For example, the well-known Arabic pattern set (mif’al) with which the noun of tool must by rhymed to express such activity that can be made by this tool, when the cardinal consonant roots clearly indicate the meaning that they associated with, for instance, miṣ’ād (Elevator – from "ṣ d", to go up; move up; elevate).

To check these ways of adapting foreign terms to Arabic, we have to compare them with each other to show the most powerful one which is able to assimilate the foreign terms to Arabic and to make the semantic and grammatical structures of them easy to understand by Arabic native speakers. This job isn't easy, because depending on the type of word-formation and inflection, the languages are divided into different groups. Classification is determined by the way that new words are created. Language is not something finished in general; it is always renewed by defined rules [10]. For checking, we have to create the mechanism of comparing which must be investigated in accordance with five criteria, here are they: (1) semantic maintenance; (2) easy cognitive access; (3) pattern set; (4) ability to recreate new terms according to pattern set; (5) applying the Arabic language system of self-defense [11].

Arabization as a way of adapting foreign terms to Arabic language, doesn't able to perform the semantic maintenance by which the Arabic native speakers are recognizing the meaning of an original Arabic root by three consonants. The meaning is always associated with these consonants [12], but the arabization is based on doing some simple phonological or morphological changes to adapt a foreign terms to Arabic, for instance, dirham (dirham) or it makes no essential changes, for example, al-komuter (computer), fāksmaili (fax mail), but when we will adapt these terms by derivation, the Arabic native speaker will easily understand them as follows: ḥāṣib (computer – from "ḥsb", to count, think, consider, rate); nāṣūḫ (fax mail – from "nsḥ", to copy, duplicate; make an exact cope of; reproduce). In these examples, we can see that an arabization as a way of adapting foreign terms, isn't able to maintain the semantic features of Arabic root when the foreign terms fāksmaili and al-komuter were adopted by arabization, because the association of meaning with the elements of roots is lost. There is no easy access to recognize the meaning of roots with which arabized foreign terms must be associated with in fāksmaili and al-komuter. These terms aren't able to be productive and they don't give new words according to Arabic pattern set. Arabic terms adopted by arabization break the Arabic language system of self-defense, because this system works as an exact mechanism by keeping the association of adapted term with the meaning of original Arabic root which is able to be highly productive by derivation, for example, the same terms when they are adapted by derivation, they will give the native Arabic speakers an easy access to recognize the real meaning of Arabic root (nsh) (to copy; duplicate; make an exact cope of; reproduce); (ḥsb) (to count, think, consider, rate) by the cognized semantic relation of Arabic roots (nṣḥ) (ḥsb) with adapted by derivation foreign term nāṣūḥ (fax mail); ḥāṣib (computer). These terms adapted by derivation are created by Arabic pattern set meaning the noun of tool fā’ul, for instance, jārūf (shovel); sārūf (rocket); nāqūs (bell); nāqūr (horn); sāfūt (chopper), and they are able to be highly productive by generating new Arabic words.

Foreign terms adopted to Arabic by derivation always maintain the semantic association with an original Arabic root: mikbas (compressor – it is associated with Arabic root "kbs", to compress); miqṭāb (punch – it is associated with "ṭb", to bore; to make a hole). Arabic native speaker cans easily recognize the meaning of adapted term, because he relies on a root elements to understand the essential meaning of a term, and then he will know the derivational meaning of adapted term by pattern set which indicates to the derivational meaning by its structure. Terms created and adapted by derivation terms are able to be productive in Arabic since they can give new Arabic roots.
words. Adapted terms like mikbas (compressor); miqtāb (punch) nāsūḥ (fax mail); šārūḥ (rocket) are made according to the system of self-defense in Arabic as long as they are associated with Arabic roots, formed by Arabic pattern set, and they are able to produce new words in Arabic.

The results of comparing arabization with derivation as two ways of adapting new terms to Arabic testify that arabization isn't a save way to make foreign term adapted to Arabic because: (1) semantic maintenance of Arabic root is broken since the arabized term isn't associated with an Arabic root; (2) native speakers of Arabic aren't able to get easy access to the essential meaning of arabized term because the terms sound strangely for native speakers and an inaccessible to be cognized; (4) arabized terms aren't always formed by Arabic pattern set. Arabs recognize the essential meanings of words by the elements of root, for example, (k-t-b) which essential meaning is writing in kataba (to write); kātib (writer); kutāb (writers) or (ḥlq) ḥalaqa (to create); ḥuliqa (it was created); ḥāliq (creator), and the derivational meanings are understood by pattern set. It means that the derived words in Arabic must be exactly rhymed with pattern sets; (5) these terms adapted to Arabic by arabization are out of the system of language self-defense.

Translation as a way of adapting foreign terms to Arabic isn't able to be compared with derivation since it relied on it and other ways to find the equal Arabic word to the foreign term. The results of comparing derivation with other ways are quite enough to show the ability of translation to adapt foreign terms to Arabic.

Another way that we compare with derivation is al-istinbāt (discovery) represented by searching for any metaphoric association of foreign term with arabic root and forming it by the Arabic pattern set; it is also called a metaphoric derivation [13]:”qitār” (train; originally used to describe a group of camels) [9]. This way is fully based on the rules of derivation since it requires the semantic association with Arabic root, full rhyming with Arabic pattern set, but it differs from derivation. The al-istinbāt or discovery always consists with the metaphoric meaning of Arabic words. However, discovery needs an association with an Arabic word and it is formed by the pattern set; it isn't able to give a direct cognitive access to know the essential meaning of adapted term as the derivation does.

4. Conclusion

This study shows that derivation is the safest way used by classical and modern Arabic linguists to adapt foreign term to Arabic; it is also works systematically to keep the rules of arabic language by which the foreign terms can be adapted and able to produce new arabic words. Derivation is practiced actively in Arabic to adapt foreign terms because it: (1) guarantees the semantic maintenance of Arabic roots; (2) gives an easy cognitive access to recognize the essential meaning of adapted terms; (3) is able to form terms by pattern set; (4) makes the adapted foreign terms able to produce new words according to the pattern set; (5) applies the language system of self-defense; (6) saves the order of radical consonant by which the meaning of adapted terms is recognized.
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